
JD Technologies Global, LLC and Consultative
Selling is a Winning Combination

The synergistic mix of companies that JD Technologies’ represents means we can find a solution to all

our customers’ needs.

ORMOND BEACH, FLORIDA, USA, October 24, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Consultative selling is a

collaborative process that leads customers/prospects through an analysis of their problems to a

resulting solution. Using knowledge about their industry and market as well as the key issues

facing them, we have high quality conversations at key decision maker levels. We work with

supply chain as well as engineering (electrical & mechanical) and management professionals. 

From asking good questions, new opportunities are identified, and a winning strategy is

formulated. We carefully identify customer/prospect’s needs and “consult” with them to

determine how these needs can be fulfilled. We aim for long-term, on-going relationships in

which we will continue to fulfill the customer’s needs repeatedly. By using consultative selling the

proposed sales plan goes beyond the first level of business alliance: The Seller, beyond the

second level: The Vendor, beyond the third level: The Supplier and focuses on the fourth level:

The Partner.

JD Technologies Global, LLC present our principals (the companies we represent) as companies

that are “more than a manufacturer or service provider.” They can be thought of as a “profit

wedge” that helps their valued customers increase operational earnings. This is accomplished by

producing products and services that offer a very reliable, low maintenance, highly repeatable

solution that is also cost effective. This premise along with its successful presentation will help

build long-term relationships. An order alone is not enough.  In addition, we will strive for a

satisfied customer, long-term partnership, repeat business and referrals.

“We are proud of the fact that we are consultative sellers and not just selling from a catalog” said

John Knott, President of JD Technologies Global, LLC. “I don’t mean to downplay selling

commodities / catalog items, here's nothing wrong about this, it serves a very useful and

beneficial purpose. It's just that is not us, we are dealing with more complicated situations where

we must deal with multi-functional groups to come up with a solution.”

Judy Monahan, Director of Marketing says “The consultative selling approach benefits our

principals as well as our customers.  As we work through the process, we build trust and find the

best solution to the presenting need.”

http://www.einpresswire.com


About JD Technologies Global, LLC

JD Technologies Global, LLC provides premium sales and marketing services to a group of high

quality, complementary manufacturers of engineered services and products who serve the

aerospace, military & defense, industrial and medical industries. They develop long term

relationships with key customers who value the consultative style of selling and who wish to

interface with sales professionals of high integrity. Their approach is to use proven consultative

selling techniques. Consultative selling is a collaborative process that leads customers/prospects

through an analysis of their current situation to a resulting improvement. For more information

on JD Technologies Global, LLC, their products, services and their consultative selling

methodology, visit www.jdtechsales.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/596363274

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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